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1 Cultural 
Exchange

appreciation
blurted
complimenting
congratulate
contradicted
critical
cultural
misunderstanding

  Approaching   minus, loser, humor, closet, camel, student, equal, hero, 
local, comet, parade, punish, human, shiver, legal, linen, decent, amaze, 
fancy, tyrant

  On Level   minus, loser, humor, closet, recent, student, equal, profile, 
local, comet, vacant, punish, cavern, shiver, decent, linen, legal, panic, 
smoky, tyrant 

  Beyond   relevant, separate, license, rehearse, recent, utensil, vinyl, 
profile, bayonets, comet, vacant, punished, caverns, stamen, decent, 
tirade, biceps, panic, smoky, tyrant

2 Being 
Resourceful 

civilization
complex
cultivate
devise
fashioned
resourceful
shortage
tormentors

  Approaching   video, poet, riot, piano, diary, radio, ideas, ruin, diet, giant, 
dial, rodeo, cruel, lion, casual, trial, fuel, science, quiet, prior

  On Level   video, poet, riot, piano, diary, radio, ideas, ruin, diet, patriot, 
fluid, rodeo, cruel, genuine, casual, trial, fuel, meteor, diameter, meander

  Beyond   dialect, grueling, riot, radiance, calcium, pioneers, ideas, ruined, 
glorious, patriot, fluidity, evaluate, cruelly, genuine, casual, trials, variety, 
meteor, diameter, meander

3 Patterns contact
erode
formation
moisture
particles
repetition
structure
visible

  Approaching   footprint, fairground, although, August, appoint, coastal, 
bleachers, grownup, counter, grouchy, flawless, lawyer, entertain, 
applause, faucet, laundry, caution, boundary, doubting, southern 

  On Level   footprint, fairground, although, laughter, appoint, coastal, 
bleachers, grownup, encounter, grouchy, flawless, lawyer, entertain, 
applause, faucet, caution, boundary, doubting, southern, roughness

  Beyond   footprint, fairground, although, allowance, appoint, laughter, 
bleachers, causeway, encounter, bountiful, entertainment, flawlessly, 
lawyer, applause, faucet, caution, boundary, doubting, southern, 
roughness
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Unit 3 (continued)

4 Teamwork artificial
collaborate
dedicated
flexible
function
mimic
obstacle
techniques

  Approaching   stable, saddle, table, noble, cattle, tumble, terrible, beetle, 
kettle, eagle, royal, cripple, hospital, legal, label, vocal, journal, medal, 
pickle, sample

  On Level   stable, saddle, table, noble, cattle, stumble, terrible, beetle, 
kettle, eagle, royal, cripple, hospital, legal, label, vocal, journal, medal, 
several, sample 

  Beyond   unstable, saddle, nocturnal, noble, chronicle, stumble, 
maternal, beetle, kettle, eagle, royal, cripple, hospital, illegally, label, 
fundamental, journalists, monumental, several, castle 

5 Into the Past archaeologist
era
fragments
historian
intact
preserved
reconstruct
remnants

  Approaching   perform, gentler, doctor, margin, director, danger, saucer, 
labor, silver, error, crater, pillar, neighbor, peddler, professor, shatter, 
governor, vapor, actor, slobber 

  On Level   perform, gentler, scissors, founder, director, danger, saucer, 
labor, margin, error, crater, pillar, splendor, peddler, professor, shatter, 
governor, vapor, equator, fonder

  Beyond   binocular, gentler, scissors, founder, director, remainder, 
semester, laborer, marvelous, dimmer, charter, pillar, splendor, peddler, 
professor, stagger, governor, vapor, equator, fonder
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